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com'niittee to be mad~:' a
Qne :and. f~an'clng t'or it came in
'

,oi,c.o,~~.OO.P (;~b fro~_ UNM:s

By BOB HLADY
''The witch-hunt is dead - or at Least
asleep/ 1 Rep. Raymond G. Sanchez,
(D·Bern,), the Albuquerque representative
on the LegiSlative Universities Study
Committee (LUSC} told The Lobo
yesterday the ~omtnittee has changed,
"It was an inquisition C!<>mmittee
originally," said Sanche~. "We1re hete fo
learn from you. We aren't here to interfere
with your internal business. And we want
to help if there's a any way we can~u
: The LUSC Will visit the UNM campus
Nov. 5 to meet with students~ !acu1ty abd

administrators. No plans for jUiit how the·
visit will be conducted have been
~mpleted

said

yet except -f'or the reception,
Jack 0 1GuitU11 Vi<:e president of

~SUNM.

Grand'Tour
The visit, part ot a grand tour o! all
state - financed colleges in New Mexico,
was conceived during the cotrtmitte~'s first
meetiflg this · year. At that t1me1 said
Satichez; all uni-versities in the state were
going to be invited to visit the committee
in Santa Fe. Students fi:om various schools,
however, suggested the committee move
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uuJti1u~•Yr , then

I,

qoictciy
--·and·i-the '-Hm~se
foJlo.wed-swt.
-~
o -- ; -.;. 'Now the Co~itte~ :{s:·cQml~g· to. UNM~
Nearly thr~e yeaci alt<!r tne initial incident

out uf Santa Fe long enough to St:!e fh~
"1 fought the cotrtnlitte~ when it was
campuses first·hand.
being form~d," said Sanchez~ "and ilow
"We agreed. to ct>me it we wer~ in-vited,,,.. tliey've appointed me to it.,
said Sanchez. No school snubbed them.
'rhe present membership of the
UNM wi11 be the last campos in the series commlttee is· Sen. I.M.. Smalley (}) ~
of visits.
Hid alto .. Luna... Sierra) chairman, Sen.
"The function of the" cOnttbittee. '' said James Kirkpatrick (R..Dona Ana), Sen.
San(lhe~, "is to create.- and maintain
Joseph E. Gartt Jr. (D-Eddy), Sen. R.obert
communtcat'ioll$' with the students on the E. Ferguson {D•Eddy)1 , Rep. William
campuses, so tha~ wh~rt they ,go to Santa O*Dortnell (D·Dona Arta), Rep. lt. Mel!rill
Fe to lobby for 'tlfeir approptiatlorts, we Taylor (R-San Juan), Rep, Pads C.
will ha\fe !1- (;hance t<? finP., out it that (what Derizotis (D·MoKirtley)t Rep. Raymond G.
the lob~ftsts want) 1s th!:!:-fr~~ ~eM~ of th~ S~nchez, Rep. Richard A. Clit'baj~l
crunpus.
,
(D•Vruencia) and Rep. Robert M. Moran
s
No Resentment ,,
, (R~Lea)
The University has so fat avoided -,
•
drawing much fire itt Santa Fe this yMI)
Reasonable Force
:and .the 'LUSC is n!'t going to be hete~.. ·"If you want to attack us, attack us/ 1
looking at any particular problems, mud -,:said Sanche~. "As long as it's w1thin'
teMon u
Sanchez. .
"My concensus is that the legislators are
•
·
Sanch~:t would not offet ~ny brea~doW.n
perfectly happy with UNM,H he srud.
The LUSC was born almost three years of the hb.eral or conservative leanmgs <>f
ago as a reaction to the printing of uLove the committee.
Lust/' a poem by Lenore Kandel irt the
"It's veey difficult ior mli' oo stick a label
New Me)Cico Quarterly. The poem is a
on anybody/' he explained. "I couldl't't sa.y
celebration of sod<>m:v artd C!otitaifls several
because we haven't met any really
four· letter words.
controversial issues. I can't say how . the

voting would break down. My gu~· is that
they would say 'Leave them alone,' "
The committee makesl."e~omm.~ndat.ions
to the legislature rt'!garding funding an(l
thus "holds the purse.. strings," J>aid
Sanchez.
"We would not want to deht~ h1tb what
you're te11ching at the Uttive-rsity/' he.
added,
AB an exampli:! of tltec kind of tbings tM
committee might stu._dy ~b lJNM\ Sttnche~
said studertts at Higlillltl<ls University
oomp)ained or unbalattMd fubdJt)g' which
g~ve

much mort! moMy .to atl1le1icrr thtni tp

their libt'aft,

'

·

'

(

Wheelchair aamps
-'
.
A: t 11.NM, he sa·fd; -lltL b-ad heatd
ballt!icapped sttidt!rttt: -havC', $pe.cial,
p:robl~rlis {tE!tting .aro\Ufu. becau$e.~t a hick
l>f falnp& ,attd inC.too:r l'aciHUe$ fdt· g'ettihg a.
w-he~lohatt ftom one floor ,f<>. anothei'. He

said he Imagines tit~ c!ommittM will hi!M
something about this during its visit.
But no one irttends to push any special
plan!l for the University at present, he said,
"We'll know b(•tu'r when we start putting
together our suggentions."

"Our knowledge flows
from the wisdom ol
. "
our barnos.

i

editorial

Dissolve LUSC ·
The list of reasons for abolishing the
Legislative Universities Study Committee
(LUSC) in the n~xt legislative sessi~n is. a
long and convincmg one. In advocatmg Its
dissolution we detail several of the more
cogent reasons for that action.
First the L USC has the potential for
seriously abusing due process in the hanclling
of grievances at state schools. The
committee is not properly a judicial body
that can hear complaints or grievances
brought by a member of a university
community. It cannot redress grievances "or
apply sanctions. It can however undermine
any grievance procedures in effect by
prematurely investigating an issue and
demanding public testimony.
Secondly, the LUSC could too easily
become a dramatic forum for a sensation •
hungry politician with no qualms about
walking over the state's universities to higher
office. The public ranting of the now-U.S.
Rep. Harold Runnels in the original UNM
"poem" controversy gave the state's voters a
taste of that tactic.
Thirdly, the establishment of the LUSC as
a permanent legislative committee cannot be
justified as an aid to the work of that body.
It does not have a clear jurisdiction and has
no defined legislation- drafting·
responsibilities. Its sole efforts i~ the
legislative arena were moves for tighter
regents control of potential campus
disruption, and attempts to place University
police under the jurisdiction of the State
Police Department.
ThosE' mE'aSnt("s had little to do with
improvement of the quality of education.
Such improvement of the quality of

education. Such improvement comes with
judicious use of state funds, a function
clearly given to the Board of Educational
Finance and legislative standing committees.
Fourth, the committee's unproductive
tour of the state university campuses this fall
that demonstrates the committee's
weariness. Although at last willing to go to
the campuses it is studying the committee
hls not indicated any real interest in
following up complaints brought by students
to the committee. Generally, their response
has been to refer the problems back to
groups within the university.
If this new attitude reflects the way the
committeemen would like to see internal
university problems handled they ought to
disband and put the remainder of their
operating fund into the universities to help
solve these problems.
Fifth, despite the loosened-up attitude of
members and their new willingness to listen
to students and seek more open channels of
communication this particular study
committee is tainted by its reputation as a
witch - hunting committee. Despite a name change and new official pronouncements,
the committee retains its unsavory and
threatening reputation.
If better communication between the
legislature and the university communities is
sought, a better solution than continuation
of the present committee is dissolving of the
LUSC and formation of a new ad hoc
committee designed specifically for
constructive communication.
For these five signifk.ant rpasons, The
Lobo urges the dissolution of the Legislative
Universities Study Committee.

Opinion

By Carolyn Babb

Juan Gomez Wants to Know

Q. Where can I buy union lettuce? K. S.

A. Stores selling union lettuce vary from, weel~ to wee:c,
however Margaret Garcia of the Boycott <..:ommtttee, smd
Foodway (the one closest to campus) is the most dependable
for selling union lettuce. For information on whether a
particular store is presently selling union lettuce, contact
Margaret Garcia at the Chicano Studies Center, 277-5940.
Q. How many arrests have there been under the new park
ordinances? A. H.
A. Mary Elizabeth Diers, chief clerk in records at ~he
·police building, keeps files on the number of arrests occurrmg
in the city's parks. She said there have been no arrests under
the new ordinances (since Oct. 7 when they went into effect)
in either Yale, Roosevelt or Robinson parks.
Q. How is it possible to request a film to be sho~ .on
campus? My friends and I are dying to see the Brazilian
movie Black Orpheus again but it is never shown in
Albuquerque. I. H.
.
.
•
A. Ervin Michael, chairman of the film committee, satd to
put the title of the movie you want to see, and you name on
a piece of paper and stick it in the committe~'s mail box in
the Union. He said they could get most anythmg that 'Yasn't
a new release, especially for a group. Unfortunately, MIChael
said he thought Black Orpheus was shown on campus last
fall, so you may have to have othe~s ~ign your r~quest s? the
film committee can determine 1f the mov1e ments a
re-showing this year. The committee is presently working on
the Spring movie schedule and still has several dates open for
suggestions.
Q. How come there are no fire doors on the stairs in
Mitchell hall or fire escapes? F. P.
A. Van Dom Hooker, University architect, said he went
over the building with the Fire Marshall and that with this
type of building neither fire esc~pes or fire .d.oors :n:e
required. The only thing they ar; gomg to do. a~d1t1onally ~s
to add exit doors on the nouth mdc of the buildmg, but this
won't be done until school's out.
Q. How many trees are there on campus? K. C.
A. I don't really know (and after trying to count them, I
don't really care) because I gave up after I hit 1000 on the
main campus alone. Frank Feather, horticulturist with the
Physical Plant and botanist with the biology department,
estimated that there could be eac;ily 1,000 with 50-100
varieties. There are sycamore, cottonwood, honey locusts and
silk trees on the mall, and elsewhere.
Other trees on campus are: pine (four kinds), desert
willow, poplar, catalpa, blue spruce, Colorado juniper,
promote a more rational attitude
by minority groups toward the mulberry, golden rain, American red bud, Japanese pagoda,
social problems confronting flowering apple, etc. all of which doesn't mean much if you
them,
can't tell one tree from another. Feather said he would like
Broad Step
to see a list of the different trees on campus and perhaps
All our social and economic some of them labeled, because "there are some real odd
problems will not disappear things on campus."

' Poor Children's Bill of Rights'

points out the need for some type
of assistance for the poor children
which on the surface would seem
discriminatory but in reality
would be placing them on a par
with their more advantaged
counterparts.
Schools Benefit
overnight but we will at least have
And, as pointed out by Sizer taken a broad step in the right
and Whitten, not only would the direction. The power structures
children receiving monetary will eventually be broadened to
assistance benefit from such a the point where minority groups
will be more evenly represented,
due mainly to the increase in
college graduates as a result of
better primary and secondary
preparation,
Social class confrontations of
the more violent variety will
invariably be reduced as
frustrations and ignorance are

UNM Chicano Editorial Board

The Source

bema~-~--
By HENRY A. CHAVEZ
The proposal for a "Poor
Children's Bill of Rights," as
outlined by Theodore Sizer and
Phillip Whitten is in theory an
exceptionally good plan and one
that deserves considerable study
for its practical application.
Judging from the racial stdfe
which has erupted recently in our
cities and the uncovering of large
poverty stricken areas of our
society (Appalachia, Irtdian
zeservations, black ghettoes),
there is no question but that our
prime concern in the future
should center on a program for
excellence in education for
children from all classes of our
society with a particular emphasis
on the poor and underprivileged.
And as pointed out by Sizer and
Whitten, " . • . we must
discriminate in favor of the poor,"
in order to insure a truly equal
and balanced education for
children of less privileged
backgrounds.
Pressing Needs
One of the pressing needs of
our educational system is to
develop methods whereby those
children who are ill prepared for
school because of language or
social environment can be brought
up to the standards necessary for
normal progress in learning.
As A.H. Halsey states in his
chapter, "The Sociology of
Education" (Sociology: An
Introduction, page 422),
"Children from materially and
cuI turally impoverished
backgrounds are ill equipped to
take advantage of what the school
can offer,"
As is usually the case under the
present system, middle class
children tend to achieve much
greater success in school than
those from a lower class
environment and generally stay in
school longer, This fact alone
Page2
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dealt with at an accelerated pace
and a more rational and hopeful
attitude prevail.
A program of financial
assistance as presented by Sizer
and Whitten will be tremendously
expensive at the outset but it will
eventually balance itself out in
increased economic productivity.
Moreover, the social benefits
alone of a better educated
population will more than repay

the cost of its development. The
poor and minority groups will
find themselves in a position to
enhance their social mobility and
their freedom of choice,
I agree wholeheartedly with
both authors of the proposal that
such a program as they have
suggested must be accomplished if
we are to see an end to the
pzoblems caused by social
inequalities.

program but so would the schools
by bemg able to afford to raise
the educational qualities of their
curriculum and the facilities to
administer them. This would be
especially true of private and
parochial schools that are hard
pressed for funds due to lack of
federal support and would very
likely reverse t.he current
shutdown trend, in the process
alleviating the growing burden on
the public school system.
In the final analysis, a program
of financial assistance to
underprivileged children would
undoubtedly affect the economic
and social structures of our
society to an immeasurable
degree. Not only would It increase
the efficiency of the labor force as
a whole, but it would also
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Photos by Chuck Fell

Kids at the cultural school located at the Atrisco whoop it up for
Halloween. The school, called the Bobby Garcia Cult'!l"al School
promotes the Chicano Culture, without federal, commuruty or state
funds.
Contributions take care of the $50 a month rent and volunteers
split the work load in classrooms where the children are taught in
English and Spanish.

HaUoween

Poemas Para La Raz~
lam happy,
But yet I feel a sadness because
My people are being oppressed.
These are your laws with which we must live.
Why can't we speak our own language?
Why is such a small word but yet
With so much meaning.
Your meaning of so many words is really
sometimes
Too hard to absorb.
LARRY QUELLAR

They ask me: Who are you? What are you?
Yo soy Chicano primero. No they say.
You are an American first. We argue.
Soy un cabesudo. They will not change my mind.
My people have suffered, died, been shamed by
Someone who says they should be Americana first
and Mexicano second.
Victims of Manifest Destiny. Capitalism.
They tell me go back to Mexico. I tell them
give back the stolen lands which
Your glorified heroes took, then I will be
back in Mexico.
Soy Chicano Mexicano, Mestizo, Americana.
'

.... ·································

JUAN GONZALES

. . ...

... ... ..

Q, Juan, last week we talked
mainly about ISRAD and the
children'.s programs down in the
Model Cities Barrios. Do you
think we covered that enough?
A. I think we did, but there is
something I found out that maybe
you'd like to hear about. It also
deals with a program for children.
That sounds good. Let's hear it.
Well, I went to Chicano Studies
and someone there told me about
this cultural school located in the
Atrisco barrio. It's called the
Bobby Garcia Cultural School.
I went down there last week
and talked to this vato by the
name of Ricardo Barros. He's a
community volunteer who helped
start the school down there. You
mentioned community control
last week and so I asked Ricardo
about the operation of the school
down in Atrisco.
It's been running for about a
year, and would you believe they
have been doing it without any
federal or state funds? They got a
small grant from the Lutheran
Church arid have been operating
on that money for a year.
Ricardo told me that there are
no administrators and they do not
have to pay any salaries. Other
community volunteers donate
their time daily without pay. He
said they work with three • to •
five - year olds and handle about
60 kids a day on a split day basis.
They pay only $50 a month
rent for their building; and
whenever anything goes wrong
with the building, the parents get
together and fix it. They really
stick together and there are no
federal guidelines they have to
answer to. Those workers down
there really care about the
children.
They spend part of the time in
a classroom setting where the kids
are taught in both Spanish and
English. A lot of the mothers
come and help with the children
on their own time and they make
cookies and donate fruit and.
other things the children can be
given for snacks.
Ricardo said they spend time in
the classroom developing
whatever the children have going.
If the child speaks Spanish, they
reinforce that and work on
English also, And it works the
opposite if the kids speak only

English.
They also teach the children
· Spanish dances, . songs, games. I
saw Ricardo and the others work
with the kids.
Mrs. Frances Roberts is in
charge of the classroom, and she
really has a good idea of what to
do with the children. She said that
they want the kids to know who
they are and not to forget their
language. She wants the kids to
grow up so that they can identify
themselves. She said the children
cooperate real well and that a lot
of them, Anglos as well as
Chicanos, know their ABCs in
Spanish and English, She also tells
them of Mexican heroes they
should be proud of.
Ricardo said that one of their
main objectives is that by the time
the kids are thrown into the first
grade, they will be pretty well
sure of themselves. He called it a
'grassroots' headstart program
which relies on resources within
the community.
He said they've had consultants
but they have not had to pay any
of them. Even some from the
University like Lou Bransford,
Jim Jaramillo and Larry Cordova,
who've donated their time to help
the teachers help the children,
This to me seems like community
involvement and community
control.
They haven't had the hassles
ISRAD is having and they are
doing just as much good down
there in Atrisco as any federally •
funded program, I r!!ally
understand now what you were
talking about when you
mentioned community control. It
doesn't take a lot of high • paid
administrators to run a program.
If the people want it, it can work,
Ricardo and the people who work
in Atrisco have proven that. You
walk in that school and it's just
like home. The children are
enjoying themselves. Ricardo,
Mrs. Roberts, Proceso Montoya,
Olivia Pacheco, Joe Vallez and all
the rest who work down there
make you feel welcome, You
don't have. to go through an
administrator to find out what's
going on down there.
It makes me feel very proud of
mi Raza to see people working for
the good of Chicanos, not for high
salaries.

Chicano Paradox Solution Lies in Education
(Editor's note: The following
article was submitted by
Guillermo Casias and be calls it
"Reflections in Irony." The views
presented are strictly his . and
hopefully will stimulate others to
submit their views regading the
Chicano today,)
By GUILLERMO CASIAS
As I understand it, the purpose
of this page is to present the
views, feelings and aspirations of
the Chicano community,
Although by their very nature
(the articles are read by Lobo
readers, obviously) these articles
are addressed to a general
audience, I would like to say a
few things about what has
bothered me. These things are
intended specifically for Chicanos.
The question here is basic and I
have no solution, only some
views. Being a chicano in recent
times has presented a unique
situation, especiaiiy for students,
educators, administrators, etc.,
who are tuned in on the
movement. There exists a
paradox. We came from a culture
that is basically personal in nature
(extended family, fiestas,
matanzas, wine, grass, etc,) but we
exist in an extremely
technological state.
Many of us are from rural
Monday, November 1, 1971

backgrounds and our ties to the
old culture are strong yet when
we yield to society and agree to
come to a university, technical
school, or business school, we
have taken our first step into a
vast abyss from which each
individual can emerge solely
through personal introspection.
Some say, "Why must we
yield? Stay in the culture. Don't
become competitive." Cool. But
as we live our lives from day to
day we are constantly surrounded
by things we either don't
understand or things about which
our understanding is minimal. If
we could maintain ourselves
extraneous of these factors, all
would be suave. But bow can we?
We are billed by computer, get
our checks by computer, our
names and social security numbers
appear in innumerable computer
memories.
We cannot feed our children
unless we find work. We must go
to school or see our children
constantly humiliated by their
classmates whose fathers do have
school, who do work, and who are
able to put down people with less
than they,
It is not that we cannot
compete. Our abilities are on a par
with anyone else's. However, this

fa ct w1'11 not b e WI'de1y k nown
unti'I they ad nn't t h a t there are

happy.. And the further we go, recognize this paradox
h
• hin himself
t h 1
harde_r_ 1't becomes to come to and
see
whether
e
WIS
tb
th b
(b es 0 T e P
0
other ways to measure ability .mps with ourselves
ers to e a yss Y recrUJ mg,
'
tutoring, teaching, etc,), or
.,...
than using simplistic, _:t:;ar2;g!TieT.t:=------!Th!!~
.!leuw·srw
.. ~c=-c to:rra-b-~twc-m&-be-~iahc5--to--tcy~""al<frd
oiiented, mampulatlve- ability technical Monday through Friday ignore the a1l·impinging
tests called I.Q. tests. •
and being ourselves on weekends, technology. I for one am still
How do you measure a vato's We find ourselves starting to caught up in this paradox for I
ability to survive in an extremely organizetopresentourgrievances. feel that without modern
degrading environment? His But implied in organization are techniques, proper education for
ability to rationalize, yet exist more efficient means of our children, etc., our situation
with the knowledge of his conducting affairs. Which implies can only deteriorate. Yet, I also
vanquished status? Dig the art. ~men (or women) trained at feel that once you sign up for a
See it at Mechicano in Los organization, which means more course in business administraton,
Angeles, seeit here, but never in education, which leads to you have yielded to technology.
galaries of plastic where things are organiz:J.tional efficiency, which You yield in that you admit that
"good" because they are there. leads to optimization theory and you need it to hi!lp get ~
Yes, we have the ability, but it is scientific management. The above competitive business started in
slow to mature because of our is obviously an exaggeration, but your barrio,
I am for at least giving the
paradox. We are not sure we want the trend should ·also be obvious.
to participate in and help build a
We are at an abyss. Each step jovenes the ability to strike a
we take into the technical realm balance in the paradox, which
world of mathematics, computers,
systems analysis, and regional
means somehow giving up or means pursuing more education.
surveillance techniques.
taking a step away' from what we The type of education is another
Yet, we as students are bitching really are.
question altogether. Hopefully, in
about better schools for Chicanos,
the future there will be education
1 present the paradox to the directed to the barrios and the
more Chicanos being admitted to
•
. .
extreme
should
be very r·cal ,.,.
1 b'1ps,
umversitJes,
more sch oars
11 t k but0 the point
t f1
t
'" 0 btems there. But even
·
w
we
a
en,
ne
mus
re
ec
upon
in
this
type
of education
technical
b
Ch
more
icano usmesses, etc. e where he fits in this scheme.
·
1
• d
find ourselves recruiting, tutoring,
::ld!!:; w:!! ;;ti.l bo :reqUire •
.
t Hopefully
there
As I sai'd, I do not know the
and most ( or l east ) 1mportan
d
'th is somet' middle
•
1
k'
1
1
groun
neJ
er
accep
mg
nor
solutJ'on.
I ani"
learning techmca s !I s ourse ves,
· t'
11 th'
te h 1 · 1
" know that I must
mgs c no1 og!Ca · face the quest'1on.
We find ourseIves at un ba1'Ie en reJec
(H mg a
.
t o get 1't
ow dcan
So"
sab ado, smashe d , t rymg
· you anyway,
. ?) un ess you
" chicano pero tambien soy
.
producto de este tiempo , •• ", es
aut o f our systems, trymg
to never r1ve a car agam.
remember how to laugh and be
Each person must try to triste pero muy triste.
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Pakistanis Starving on Red Tape
Bureaucratic Squabbles Delay Food /or Refugees
CALCUTTA, Indi<1 (UPI)-- Six
weeks ago Indian authorities
agreed to begin a. crash program to
save thousands of East Paldstani
refugee children from death by
acute malnutrition, But the
project still has barely gotten
under way,
Dubbed "Operation Lifeline"
by United Nations officials who
first suggested it, the program has
been plagued by bureaucratic
delays and official squabbling,
In the latest warning of the
urgency of the situation, the
Director General of the Indian
Health Service, Dr. J. B.
Shrivastav, said 90,000 children
race death within the next three
weeks unless something is done
immediately,
Death Toll
Doctors for intel'national
refugee organizations working in
refugee camps have estimated that
the death toll over several months
could reach into the hundreds of
thousands.
Out of the total of more than
9,5 million refugees said to be
India, there are believed to be
roughly .2 million children under
flve years of age.
Indian government officials say
that they have no figures to
indicate how many such children
already have died from acute
malnutrition.
But Dr. Hiralal Saba, the
director general of health services

Big Mouth
Drinking Mugs

MICKEYs
Malt Liquor
Stout

for the West Bengal state
government and the man directly
in charge of the project in the area
where most of the refugees are
located, says the death toll is in
the thousands every day.
20 Opened
Against this background, only
20 out of the planned 500 centers
for intensive care of acute cases
have been opened so far, Saba
said.
Of 1,000 new feeding centers
that are supposed to handle less
seriou$ cases and patients that are
released from the intensive care
centers after 45 days of
treatment, none are yet
functioning.
Saba's only reply to press
charges of bureaucratic bungling
and incompetence is, "it takes
time to plan such projects. At
least the state government of West
Bengal has taken it up seriously."
Many of the refugee children
are already suffering from
malnutrition when they leave
their homes in East Pakistan,
which the rebels there call Bangla
Desh (Bengali homeland). Aft!lr
days on the march with little or
somet\mes no food they often
arrive at refugee camps so
undernourished from protein and
vitamin deficiencies they cannot
walk.
Spartan Diet
The children are unable to
recover from the deficiencies of
the spartan diet of rice and
vegetables provided in the camps.
With their resistance low, many of
them are suffering from dysentry
and bronchial pneumonia.
"Cooperation Lifeline" was
envisioned as a joint project by
the U.N. Children's Emergency
Fund (UNICEF), the Indian
government, the state
governments where the camps are
located, and the ~A.merican :relief
urganizaUun care, which is to act
as the distributing agency for U.N.
milk and food !Hlpplil!s.
The project ran into an early
snag. According to U.N. officials,
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government authorities in West
Bengal refused to administer the
centers ~nless they also handled
children from among the local
population.
'
30 Center$
Agreement to do this was
finally reached in mid·September,
and late in the month it was
announced that sites for the first
30 centers had been selected.
Some of the problems that have
arisen can be seen from the
conOicLing statements of officials
who are administering the project,
Srivastav, speaking in New
Delhi, said 24 centers were now
functioning and that the number
would be up to 100 within seven
days. Saba said it would be at
least another month before
anything close to that n~mber
would be open.
Asked about Srivastav's
prediction of 90,000 deaths
within three weeks, Saba said he
had no idea of how the central
government official had arrived at
that figure. He gave no mortality
estimate of his own but said that
the centers now open were
already saving lives,
More Refugees
Aggravating the situation
fu:rther is the arrival of about
30,000 more refugees from East
Pakistan each day, many of them
children suffering (rom acute
malnutrition.
For the first 15 days of
treatment the children are fed a
highly concentrated mixture of
milk, sugar and butteroil four
times a day. Then they go on a
higher protein mixture of milk,
corn and soy beans for 30 days.
According to Saha, after the
first week of treatment the
children begin to recover at a
sul'prising rate and rapidly gain
weight.
The official goal is to have the
500 intensive care centers open by
the end of the year. But many
relief agency officials are doubtful
that this can be done because of
the difficult start that the
program is having.
Did you know that the fastest

complete selection of
art supplies
15% off to students
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pit stop on record was 19.8
second by the Wood brothers of
Salem, Virginia over Jim Clarks
crew in 1965.

Davis Trial Commences
Today, After 10 Months 11
SAN RAFAEL, Calif, (UPI)The murder trial of black militant
scholar Angela Davis is scheduled
to begin Monday aftef 10 months
of pre·trial maneuvering.
She i~> charged with
masterminding a scheme to free
several San Quentin prisoners
from a courtroom on Aug, 7
1970- which led to a shootout
that killed four persons.
The trial may not get under
way. Superior Judge Richard
Arnason, the sixth judge in .the
case so far, has a number of
important motions to rule on,
including a request for a change of
venue.
If he grants the request of Ms.
Davis' attorneys to move the trial
to San Francisco or some other
place, the trial date would have to
be delayed again.
Ms. Davis, a former assistant
professor at UCLA, has been held
without bail for more than a year,
Her case has become a focal point
of widespread protest on grounds
that it is politically motivated.
She is an avowed Communist.
The state of California
contends she conspired with and
bought weapons for 17 -year- old
Jonathan Jackson, who pulled
guns from a satchel in the
courtroom of Judge Harold Haley
touching off the shootout.
· '
The state has not argued against
a change of venue from this

Union Boots Out Amistad,
Search for Office Begins
Amistad, the Free University at
UNM, is being moved out again,
As of Jan. 1, 1972, they will no
longer occupy their office in room
108 in the Union, They are now
trying to find another office.
"Amistad always gets moved
around- nearly every semester,"
said Alenka Chadwick, one of the
Free U's directors. "It really
hinders us in our activities. Just as
we're in the process of gathering
ourselves together, we get
scrambled again."
"We don't want just an office.
W~ really need a building, with

Urban Expert Lectures Tonight
Edward C. Banfield, urban
affairs expert from Harvard
University and advisor to the
President will speak tonight on
the "Myth and Reality of the
Ul'ban Crisis." The lecture is
scheduled for 8 p.m. at Keller Hall
in the Fine Arts Center.
Banfield is widely known and
respected for his novel "the
Un·Heavenly City," which
informs the Nixon Administration
and the nation of the current
urban situation,

middle • class suburbap city where
the incident occurred. The
defense contends the trial should
be moved because the local people
are prejudiced.
Ms. Davis has a battery of a half
dozen attorneys defending, her
and has obtained a ruling that she
can act as her own counsel also.
This means she may be able to
question and cross· examine
witnesses during the trial.
The 27 • year - old defendant
was a controvetsial member of the
UCLA faculty two years ago. The
University Regents attempted to
dismiss her but were overruled by
a court order. In June, 1970, she
was dropped from the faculty,
The state contends that Ms. ·
Davis was active in a movement to
free George Jackson, one of the
"Soledad Brothers" .accused of
killing a guard. The indictment
says she met with Jackson's
brother on July 25 and gave him a
carbine and other guns she had
bought.
According to the prosecution.
Ms. Davis was at San Quentin the
day before the shooting. She
disappeared after it until Oct. 13,
when she was arrested by the FBl
in a New York apartment, ,
As an alleged conspirator she is
charged with the murder of Judge
Haley and the kidnapping of
several court attendants u~:~ed as
hostages in the escape plot.

He has been chairman of the
Presidential Task Force on Urban
Affairs and Model Cities also
being a special consultant to the
White House on welfare.
Dr. Banfield directly challenges
the conventional wisdom of
American liberalism as loaded
with "benign neglect." His views
take on added importance because
they are part of the general
intellectual context in which the
Nixon administration is
approaching urban problems.

classrooms and other facilities, so
we don't have to scrounge for
space for our classes," added
Chadwi('k,
One idea, conceived by Larry
McNallen, another Amistad
worker, is to get some of the
University's land and build some
sort of structure there, maybe
geodesic domes.
To raise funds for this or
whatever plan is decided on
Amistad has started an aluminun:
can collection outside Hokona
Hall, under one of the arches on
the sides, exphdned McNallen.
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Lobo Review

element that lifts it out of the
sideshow category and into t~e
realm of timeless human nature
study. It is, really, a beautiful
movie,
Which doesn't leave me much
space to tell you about the other
two films. They're both
worthwhile, but "Dementia"
unfortunately pales on the same
bill with "Freaks" and
"Andalusian Dog.'' The latter
only 20 minutes long, is worth th~
$1. 25 student admission price
alone: I promise you, no matter
wh~y your imagination may
conJure up about a film in which
Bunuel and Dali collaborate it
will ~xceed your expectati~ns.
They l1 blow your brains o~t
within 60 seconds, but if you can
make it through that you'll enjoy
the rest of the trip,
Charles Andrews

co·feat~res) but nonetheless plan

to see these outstanding flicks, let
me immediately offer my word of
advice as to the order in which
they should be seen: "Dementia"
first, then "Freaks," finishing
with the 20·minu te shocker
"Andalusian Dog." You'll get the
most impact that way, by starting
With the interesting but slightly
tedious "Dementia'' (which would
be h Rrd to sit through after
"Andalusian Dog" - several
people left during it when I was
there) and following the dramatic
finish of "Freaks" with the mind •
fucker Bunuel and Dali put
together in 1929 or thereabouts,
probably under the influence of
hashish, acid (wasn't it discovered
ill 1925?), or- more likely-' just
their own cosmic consciousnesses.
Too 'Grotesque'
"Freaks" was made in
Hollywood by Tod Browning, a
year after he achieved fame with
his screen adaptation of
"Dracula." But whUe that film
was scaring people as they liked to
be scared, "Freaks" was too
"grotesque" for the times and the
initial commotion it aroused
caused it to be shoved back into
the can for almost 40 years.
It took me a while after sreing
it to figure out why a ban was
ever imposed. The conclusion I
reached, perhaps a self-righteous
one, was that this is an indication
of how far public thinking has
come in the area of acceptance of
people as people no matter how
much they differ from the
"norm." Blacks and other
minorities are not treated the
same as they were in the 30s, gays
aren't thought of in the same way
they we:re just five years ago,
attitudes on longhairs have
mellowed just in the last couple of
years. I'm not trying to paint a

while the film itself is for the
most part a human treatment of
deformed people who function in
the movie as actors rather than
exhibits, So at least part of 1971's
audiences, and even some of the·
people connected with its
distribution and showing, are not
yet ready for its message.
Classic
"Freaks" has some overdone
acting, but little enough of it that
you could, with no qualms, put it
in the "classic" category- as
many critics have done. One of
the best actors is a midget named
Hans, played by Harry Earles. His
one-sided romance with a "big
woman," her plot to take
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advantage and eventually do away~
With him, and the reaction of the
freak community is basically the
plot. The very last sequence is a
little disappointing, but the "rainy
night" events which immediately
precede it are of masterpiece
quality, evoking a spontaneous
cheer from the a~dience but
leaving you with much subtler
feelings about it later on.
Disregard the ballyhooed
"gruesomeness!' Unless you are
the kind of person who ogles
unfortunates, "Freaks" doesn't
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Muro Wins' Best Player'

Korpitz Guides Lobos to 34-28 Win

HostNMWins Tourney

Win Over UA Gives NM 2-1 WAC Slate
UNM head football coach Rudy
Feldman said las~ week that he
was concerned with depth
problems in the offensive
backCield. A day l<1ter top Lobo
ground gainer FrEld HElnry came
down with an ailment, and was a
doubtful starter for last
Saturday's ml.ltch with Arizona in
Tucson.
But Feldman's worries were·
dispelled when senior Larry
Korpitz proved to be the nemesis
to the Wildcats in leading the
Lobos to a 34·28 win. Korpitz
scored three times on runs of 22,
50 and 5 yards, and gained 137
yards aground to lead all Lobo
rushers. Henry did not see action,
but Korpitz, normally the
understudy to Nate McCall, the
other halfback in the wishbone·Y,
gave one of the best running
exhibitions of the year for the
Lobos, His 50·yard scamper,
which actually must have been
about 100 yards with his crossfield weaving, is the longest run
by a Lobo back this season, and
his 137 yards also ranks as a top
season effort,
UNM quarterback Rocky Long
engineered the Lobo's first
possession 80 yards in eight plays
to draw first blood in the contest,
McCall's 13-yard run to the
Wildcatt 22 set up Korpitz' first
score of the afternoon.
Skein Broken
Placekicker Joe Hartshorne's

BUY

NCAA record of 4 7 straight extra
point conversions was broken
after Korpitz' score when Greg
Boyd broke through the line and
blocked hit; PAT attempt,
The Lobo defense gave up
seven yards on the Wildcats' first
possession, as junior Paul
Blanchard at middle linebacker
came up with two tackles, But the
Lobos did not register much more
success on the ensuing drive, and
Bruce Boone's punt was downed
at the UA 18.
Charlie McKee and Wildcat
quarterback Bill Demory then
combined £or an 82-yard
touchdown pass that caught the
Lobo secondary a little lax, and
the PAT by Mike DeSylvia put
Arizona ahead, 7·6.
New Mexico failed to move the
ball on the next possession and
Arizona used the next 13 plays to
drive 64 yards for another score.
A controversial pass interference
call and an amazingly fast whistle
saved the Wildcats in the drive,
and halfback Joe Petroshu!>
punched over from one yard out
after the Cats failed on two
previous one-yard tries to give AU
a 14·6 lead,
A little over a minute later the
Lobos retaliated, driving 80 yards
in but five plays ending with
Long's four-yard keeper over the
left side. The run by McCall for a
two-point conversion failed, and
the Wildcats had a 14·12 first

••• &ET ONE FREE

To introduce Diette Low Fat
Cottage Cheese, a natural food,
Valley Gold makes this
money-saving offer

quarter lead,
Korpitz Gets Two
The Lobos were to get two
more touchdowns before the end
of the half, both by Korpitz,
while Demory countered with a
13-yard keeper to give the Lobos
a 27·21 intermission lead.
Korpitz' 50-yard run was set up

by a pass inte~ference call against
the Wildcats on a third down and
seven yards to go situation,
After an exchange of
possessions Demory used a couple
of keepers and a 20-yard run by
Bob McCall, brother to UNM's
Nate and Carlos, to drive 62 yards
in seven plays for the. score,
Demory's own keeper from 13
yards out capped that drive.
DeSylvia's PAT gave the Cats a
21·19lead.
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On the next possession the
Lobos put together their own
62-yard drive,but it took 10 plays
before Korpitz' five yard dash to
paydirt. Long ran for the
conversion with 34 seconds le£t in
the half, and the Lobos led 27·21,
On the second half opening
kickoff, Jackie Wallace, the
.record - setting punt and kickoff
return danger, :fumbled the :t:eturn
at the Wildcat 30, where New
Mexico's Don Dungan recovered,
Fullback Rich Diller, who had
some long runs in his own right
during tlle afternoon, ran the final
yard for the TD. Diller amassed
six less yards for the day (131)
than Korpitz, while MciJall also
broke the 100-yard mark with
103,
Demory kept once again the
final eight yards of the next drive
for the last score of the game, The
drive originated from the UA 20,
and Demory kept the ball four of
the seven plays needed to score.
Petroshus' 20·yard run late in the
drive gave the Wildcats the
necessary momentum.
The fourth quarter was
generally see-saw, and Boone
punted twice. Feldman said after
the game that since Wallace was a
claugerous punt returner Boone
needed to keep the kicks high. In
this he was successful as the Cats

did not have a chance to return
any of the five Boone punts.
Kickoffs were a different story,
as the twosome of Wallace and
Caesar. Pittman returned five
kickoffs for 155 yards.
Final Chance
The Wildcats had one final
chance at victory in the last
minute of play. Dungan fair
caught a Marty Shuford punt at
the UNM 21, where the Lobos
began their last drive with but
2:07 remaining in the game. Diller
hit up the middle of the Cat line
the first two plays, gaining Iive
yards, and on the .next play Long
fumbled at the 26, where
defensive end Steve Lehmann
recovered, The next seven plays
were all passes by Demory, and he
completed but two of them as the
Lobo secondary held on. On the
first third down situation of the
drive the Lobos looked as if they
were going to hold the Wildcats,
but McKee hauled in a 15-yard
toss from Demory at the UNM 11
to keep the drive alive. The next
three passes were incomplete and
on fourth down Shuford caught a
Demory pass and took it to the
five where the Lobos took over
and ran out the clock.
The Lobos collected 441 yards
on the ground as compared to 204
for the Wildcats,

Nothing Big in WAC;

Utes, CSU Humbled
BYU 16-UTEP 0

BYU controlled the action
BYU defensive back ,Dan throughout the l'!;!mainder of the
Hansen returned an intercepted first half, rolling up 184 yards on
pass 86 yards to lead the Cougars the ground, Things were strictly
to a 16-0 shutout over WAC rival lukewarm for UTEP however,
UTEP.
who managed to pick up only
The interception came only four first downs in the entire iU'st
minutes after the Miners had half.
begun their first sustained- drive of
In the second half UTEP made
the afternoon. A personal foul a vain attempt to get on the
gave UTEP the ball at midfield board. Quarterback Keith<ey
and quarterback Gary Keithley drove the Miners 78 yards to the
engineered a drive that included BYU five, only to be squelched
two passes which brought UTEP when halfback Dave Atkins
to the BYU 22 yard line.
fumbled. The fumble was
Two plays later another recovered on the five by BYU's
Keithley aerial proved errant and George Gourley to wipe any
was picked off by Hansen who ran chance of UTEP victory from the
the ball up the sidelines horizon.
unmolested for 86 yards and a
Wyoming 29-Utah 16
score.
The win gave the Cougars a 3-1
Wyoming tackle Dave
WAC record with a 5-3 slate Wentworth blocked two
overall, while UTEP slipped to 1·4 consecutive Utah punts to lead
in conference play and 4-4 overall. the Cowboys to a 29·16 WAC
It was also the first shutout that victory.
the Miners have absorbed in 34
The Cowboys trailed 9-7 late in
games.
the second quarter when
Terry Scores
Wentworth blocked his first Marv
Early in the first quarter the Bateman punt. The ball
Cougars showed their mettle on a ricocheted into the Utah endzone
59·yard drive led by quarterback for a safety which evened the
David Terry. Terry provided the score at 9-9.
scoreboard. fodder by running
With 47 seconds remaining in
around the left end for a five-yard the half Wentworth blocked
score.
(Please tum to page 7)

A plaid-skirted Arizona team
member goes for the ball against
New Mexico State in the first
annual women's field hockey
tourney.

Playoffs

More WAC Results • • •
Placekicker, could have provided a
(continued from page 6)
another Bateman punt, and CSU upset if he had connected on
teammate Conrad Dobler picked a 25-yard field goal in the last few
it up on the 15 and scampered seconds of the game, Earlier in the
into the end zone unhindered, game he hit for two extra • points,
giving Wyoming a lead they never the first time CSU has scored by a
kick this season. His kick went
relinquished.
Utah's first tally came on a astray and the home town crowd
46-yard field goal by Bateman. was dished up another bowl of
But things started looking blue bile soup.
early for the Utes when Cowboy
Scott Freeman made a sparkling
CSU Outpassed
catch that covered 82 yards,
The thing that spelled doom for
Wentworth Begins
the hapless Rams was the arm of
The Utes came back after Steve Utag quarterback Adams. He
Odom ran back a Cowboy kickoff riddled the WAC's leading pass
for 85 yards and six points, It was defense for 211 yards, including
at this point that Wentworth 71 yards in the air during the final
began his blocking exhibition,
In the fourth quarter the Utes Utah scoring drive.
made a last ditch attempt at
Arizona St. 44-Air Force
victory when quarterback Don
Van Galder hit Fred Graves for a 28
13-yard tally.
The Arizona State Sun Devils
The passing game once again spotted the Air Force Academy at
proved to be the advantage of the 15-10 halftime lead only to
Cowboys as quarterback Gary comeback and completely outplay
Fox hit 19 of 30 passes for 242 them for a 44·28 victory. ASU
yards.
was ranked 13th and Air Force
Utah St. 18.,.-colorado St. 18th nationally coming into the
game.
17
Utag junior quarterback Tony
Adams flicked an eight yard
touchdown pass to flanker Tom
Forzani with 4:42 remaining in
the game and then ran for a
Package Liquor
two-point conversion to lead Utah
St. to an 18·17 comeback victory
over win • starved Colorado State,
The Rams, who by their
performance this weekend showed
3.84 case .96 6-pk
they were up for an upset, were
halted by a congealed Utag
defense inside the Utah 20 with
only seconds remaining.
4.39 qt.
Last Chance
Bruce Torgenson, the Ram
905 Yale SE
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Major credit
for the excellent
BondPraised
participation of both players and
spectators on both days was due
largely to Bond, assistant
"
f Ph , al Ed
t'
~~~e~~rw~rked ;:t~h the ;!~~~~~;
three years, Rosie Muro spoke for
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Budweiser.

By FRANK A. MATTHEWS
all 17 members of the team in of UNM was mentioned by Coach
Beverly Bond's New Mexico praising Bond as "a fantastic Daniels as the outstanding
field hockey team looked like coach who is also a great person performer on her team. She
Santa Ana's Army on a, two day with a beautiful teacher· student advanced the farthest in the
tournament,
rampage, And Arizona,' Eastern relationship,"
Of the competition Beasley
The team came away from the
New Mexico, and New Mexico
State weren't exactly John tournament in "top spirits" for said, ''I've participated in three
Wayne's gang defending the their trip next week to Greeley, tournaments, and this one has
Alamo!
Colo., where they will compete in drawn the largest group of
The result was a rot\t for New the Intermountain Conference entrants and spectators." Asked
Mexico at the First Annu11l State Tou):nament, with schools from what she liked most about UNM
Intercollegiate Field Hockey and Wyoming, Idaho, Utah, Colorado, play, she praised the leade~ship of
Coach Daniels, and added, "she
Badminton Tournament hosted and New Mexico,
Assi.sting Bond in the doesn't teach a pattycake game;
by UNM last weekend. UNM's
girls adorned in white shorts, tournament was Ms. Ida Daniels, it's very psychological, I look for
turquoise T·shirLs, and white knee instructor in thP. P.E. department; further increased interest because
sox waltzed to four impressive who directed the double of this tournament and Coach
hockey victories, without so much elimination play in Badminton. Daniels' work."
If this tournament of both field
as a point being scored against She was assisted by Karen Milo,
them, to take first place. senior P.E. major of Santa Maria, hockey and badminton is an
Arizona's team in blue sweaters Calif., and a number of other P,E. example of what ur~M can expect
in the future, it will be well worth
and short, plaid skirts came off students.
13 singles entries and ei~ht additional support in funds and
second best,
Rosie Muro, junior P.E, major doubles entries produced excitmg time.
The Russo-Japanese War began
from Albuquerque who scored 17 action before Ingrid Mask of New
of her team's 24 points was voted Mexico State University walked Feb. 6, 1904.
"best player" of the tournament off with the singles championship.
by participating teams, and Second and third place winners
were both from Eastern New
received a trophy,
Bobbie Martin, captain of the Mexico University, Lynn Larned
UNM team, accepted the first and Christie Davidson.
place trophy, as well as the
ENM Wins
traveling plaque, from Beverly
In doubles, Eastern New
Bond, director of the tournament. Mexico triumphed again with the
Jean Corey of Albuquerque team of Jan Reed and Vicki
Repair & :\Iainlcnancc
added a nice touch with the gift Blasingame to take first place,
of traditional oranges ;;;;;:-,;ed lie-· Second place winners were Trist
on all foreign cars
players at halftime,
Weaver and Cheryl Clemmer of l
Assisting Beverly Bond with the New Mexico State, Eastern took
'Joreign Car Specialisfs
officiating were Pat Gee of the third place, as well, with the team
Albuquerque public schools, ot Marty Donegan and Bobbi
•
333 wyomingBlvd.::•m
Diane Ulibarri, a P.E. major, and Arellano, both fxom Albuquerque.
Hi
Free
listimatos.'
261 901
Jeane
t
t
e
March,
graduate
:;::~G;a;il~B~e~as~le~y~,~s~e~n~io;r;P~.;E;.·~m~a~j~o;r~~~;::=:;::=:~~==~~~
assistant, all of Albuquerque.
~

8·5 mon .. fri. 9·1 sat.

Once a song becomes
popular it belongs to the
whole world.
You hum it Whistle it.
Try to pick it out on your
guitar.
Well now there's never
been an easier way to buy
the words and music to
current hits, because now
there's a magazine called
Words and Music.
1t only costs $1. And for
your dollar every issue gives
you the words and music
·of 8 to 10 top current songs.
For instance, our first
issue which is on sale now,
gives you the words and
music to top hits by The
Doors, The Bee Gees, 3 Dog
Night, Isley Brothers, Helen
Reddy, Bill Withers, Paul

Stookey, John Denver, Carole
King and Leon Russell.
And along with the
music are articles and new
photographs of the stars
behind the songs.
Look for Words and
Music wherever magazines
are sold.
You've got the talent.
Now all you need is a dollar.

..

Words and Music: $1,
For pepple who have a lot of talent
bUtnotalotof~

Words and MuSIC published by Hampsh1re 01stnbutors Ltd, !:lOY Th1td Avenue, New York, NY 10022.
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Mandatory Meeting
All candidat~s fot ASUNM
Senate or their proxies must
attend a meeting Nov. 1 at 8 p,m.
in Union 250-E or be disqualified.
Candidates' eligibility will be
announced 1 election rules
e~plained, and ballot positions
dl'awn.
Petitions were submitted to the
Elections Commissio after the
deadline for returning them Oct.
29 at 5 p.m.

Political Science Majors
Undergraduate political science
majors are asked to attend a
meeting Nov. 2 at 3:30 p,m, in
the Political Science Conference
Room, 313 Ortega Hall.

Women Wanted
Any woman interested in
counselling, advising or helping
other women, please come to The
Women's Center in Mesa Vista
Nov, 2 at 12:30 p~m.

Jewish Student Union
Hillel-Jewish Student Union
and the Albuquerque Jawish
Community are sponsoring the

CLASSIFIED

11

HExpedment in Jewish Learning,
a series of lectures by
distinguished scholars, writers,
and artists at Congregation B'nai
Israel, Indian School Road and
Washington, N.E. The cost is $3
for the series or $1 for single
admissions. Tickets may be
purchased at the door.

Guess Who
The Guess Who and Gypsy will
play at a con~ert Nov. 6 in
University Arena as part of
Homecoming festivities. Tickets
are $4 in advance for UNM
students ($4.50 for others), will
be $1 more the day of the
concert,

Fencing Club
The Fencing Club will hold a
match at 1 :30 p.m. Saturday in
Johnson Gym. The public is
invited to attend.

Lobo Goof
In the Lobo of Oct. 21 it was
e:rro neously reported that the
scholarships offered by the
Wadsworth Publishing Company
were for Physical Education
students. The scholarships are for
Health Education majo:rs only.

ADVERTISING

WHERE: Journalism 13uildin~t. Room
RATES: 7c per word, 20 wo;d mintmum C$1.4~) per time run. Ii ud 1:1 to
205, afternoons prelerabl:v or mall.
run five or more eonBecutlve daya with
C)aaaffted Advertbfng
no ehange:s the rate is reduced to 6e
UI.W P.O. Box 20
per word and the mlnimum numlic<> o!
Albuquerque, N,M. 871()6
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made In tull prior to lmsertion of advertisement

1)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND' 2 kittens,

gray and white, call
266·9768, be!or& 4:00, 11/4
e
FOU~"D nur c:amp1111. Brown, short-haired,
f<'nlale llllPPY• 344·4502 evenings. 11/G
LOS'l't Veey dark Ileal point Siamese Male
in 300 bi<ICk of Princeton SE, $100 reward. Call 266-3138. 11/3
LONG DROWN LEATHER WALLET of
great sentimental value. Also lD's, uSG·
28·9186 on &h St. Call 247·4630. Bat·
bara. 10/20
LOST: CHOCOLATE TlP SIAMESE rat.
Flea conar. Reward. :nne Girard SE.
21iG-7497, 11/2

3)

SERVICES

PAIN'l'ING: R!'li.!Omlble-Neat. FREE ES..
TlMATES. Call after G!30. 26G-1071.
11/G
XEROX COPIES of your thl'!!ll!t-Fast and
ti!Jl!!onablc service. Arran~teml."'lts Un·
lhnittd-107 Girard SE. 2G!i·SS19. 11/5
CLOTHF..S MADE TO ORDER. Specialbtd Mexican shirts, Yucatan en:~broidery.
268·8912. 11/4
SUPPORT. YOUR LOCAL ANYTHING.
QUI!etl, &!nate, catt!e. Dumper stickers
tn11de to ordl!.r. Good rates. Call NMUDC,
243-lilBO. Days, 11/4
RESIDENTIAL TYPEWRITER ANI)
ADDER. Servle!!t eleartl!tl and t'C!ll&ired.
Reasonable prices. CaU 242-G004, week
daYs and wcekmd!. 8·8. - 1110
FIN'f!. OLD FASll'lONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wclding. You or
Wlsntwcr, 242-7GGS. 12/8
-

-

~

4) FORRENT
1 BEORM. Cochiti SE., 1 wk. Call 200·
1013 li!ter .o:3o until pd. 11/li

5)

.

Philosophy of Education
Meet

WASHINGTON (UPI) ~ Late
in the evening Friday almost an
The 22nd annual meeting of hou:r after the death of the
the Southwestern Philosophy of Foyeign Aid Program, a lanky
Education Society will be held in page boy with long hair and
Albuquerque Nov. 4·6. Meetings glasses ambled into the Senate
will be at the UNM Union and the press room.
Turning to no one in particular,
Sheraton West~~n Skies Motel.
the page $olemnly announced "If
Senator Jackson would have been
Ballet
here, he would have voted aye,"
A variety of musical
Sen, Henry M, Jackson
performances, including the (D·Wash,) however, was not the:re
Grand Finale from the ballet "Les on the roll call which spelled the
Sylphides," presented by the probable end of a quarter of a
Krasnoff Fine Arts Student Club, century of American nid to
foreign nations.
rc::::~~;:Q!~lJ,~~t,t&!m.K1WJi1Mtt1ul
As a result, less tl1an three •
fou:rths of the Senate made the
historic decision, 41·27,
Whether the mas$ absenteeism,
no:rmal on a Friday, was a major
Monday, Novembl.lr 1 1 1971
factor will never be known. It cut
Camp1.1s Crusade for Christ; Union
room 231-A; 9 ·lla.m.
both ways,
..
KUNM; Union room 230; 1·2:30
It was a strange coabtton of the

~

a tng

i~j

p.m.
President HeadY> Union Lobby;
1:8()-2:30 p,m,
College of Nursing; Union :room
253; 1:3()-5 p,m,
La Societe du Cinema; Union
Theater; 3:30, 7:30 & 9:30p.m.
PanheUenic CouncU; Union room
2:30; 3:3().5:30 p,m,
Town Club; Union toom 230;
7•9:80p,m,
Town Club; Union toom 253;
7•9:30 p,m,
Los Professores po-r La Ra:ea; Union
room 23:l·E: 7:3().9:30 p.m.
Campus Crusade for Christ; Union
231-E; 8·10 p,m,
Elections Commission; Union room
25Q-E; 8·9 p.m.

Ownerless Horse
Found Swimming

KASTLE 20ils with Marker Bindings
LanRa Boots, size 8¥.!. Barrecrafter poles.
CffiCAGO (UPI)- How do
Used 1 Jleason. Original Cost $2Sii, Sell
you call a neighbor and ask them
for $1GO. See McDonald at Journalism
205 after 4.
if the horse in your swimming
1965 MUS'l'ANG, VS-280, Automatic, Air
pool is theirs?
Radio. Call 266-6973, 11/4
"I don't know what some of
l<'lREPLAOE WOOl> lor: sale Ul:.n.l Student•. my neighbors must have thought
247-9170. 11/8
of me when I called them," said
SINGER INDUSTRIAL SEWING MA·
CHINE, *. h.p. motor. 266•4095, 11/2 John Armstrong of suburban
Barrington.
DELLS ON SALE only $5.00 at Lobo
Mcn'a Sbop, 2120 Central SE. 24.3-6954..
Thursday had started out
routinely for Arntstrong. He was
1971 CASSET'rE 'l'APE PLAYER. Dual
Speaker-AutomaUc Level Recordrng. shaving in his bathroom when his
277-4290. 20/12
wife entered and delicately said,
LEATHER DELLDOTTOMS AND JACKE'l'S by Levi's. Lobo Hen's Shop, 2120 "John there's a horse in our
Central SE. 10/16
swimming pool,,
KODAK INSTAMATIO Super 8 movie
When AJ:mstrong investigated
eamera. New. Great Color. $40, 2'17·
the
situation he found a bay
6305. 11/2
gelding calmly standing in thtee
NEW 1971 ZIG ZAG SEWING :.MACHINES, Thccc machin~ have bullt feet of water.
Jn controls for aewlnst on buttons, monoAlthough the horse wasn't
1tram&, etc. $3G t!ach. C~h or ~nns.
particularly disturbed about the
Unlt<!d Freight Sales. 3!120 San Mateo
NE. Open 9 til 9, sund&fs 12·5. tfn
situation the Armstrongs. were.
NEW 100 WA'l'T COMPONENT SET.
The solution soon became
A'M-F.M multi-plex aereo-radlo with evident: get him out.
bla!!k out dlal and built in stereo S-track
Armstrong called the Cook
r«ordel' plAyer. With large BSR. ebang1!1'· And huge 6 air suspcnlllon speaker
Cc;unty
Shedff's police who sent
s:;skm. Comvaro at $450. Limited sUP•
vly-S19!J.!la each, Cash or' tenru. United Patrolman David Alquist out to
Freight Sa1t'9. 3920 San Mateo .NE. Opl."'l
help,
ll til 9, Sundays 12·5. tfn
Alquist, the Armstrongs and
30 USED PORTABLE 'l'V'S, $aO·$GI). 441
their
daughter Barbara, 17, piled
Wroming NE. 2rlfi·fi987, 12/20
flagstones in the shallow end of
1070 VW Convertlbl!!. 14,000 miles. Fine
the pool like a ramp so the horse
eondlt!on. Below book. 265·4815. 11/1
could climb out, It did.
350 HONDA Street Bike. MO mll.;$70o:
Call Johnny, 84lM83li tor detail!!. 11/1
The Armstrongs live on a
1960 STUDEBAKER: New enstlne, l!alnt 30·act'e estate in a rural area
and upholstery. 'Rttll5 excellent. 1295,
where horses are not uncommon.
268·3844. 11/1

6)

EMPLOYMENT

INTERNATIONAL JOBS Ettl'oJ)t!,
South Ameriejl, Asia, Australia, U.S.A,
Opening<~ in all lleld!l-SOcial Sciences,
D1111lness, Sciences, Ellgineerlng, Educa·
t!on, etc. Alll!lka tomtruct:!on 1Uld lliPelin~~ ·work. Eaminlr!J to $500 weekly.
Summa or p~ttnanent. P.aid expenses,
bonU3e, travel. Coml:llete current Inror~
matlon--oniY $3.0(). Money 'back
guarantee. Apply eatlv tor best o~
Poriuniti~write now II! Internation$1
EmploYment, Box ?21·N·l91, Peabody,
~aehusetts, 01900. (Not al'l employ•
hllOnt IISI!Iti!Y)• 10/29

71
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~Defeats Foreign Aid Plan

FUN

The horse apparenUy wandered
onto the Artnstrong estate during
the night and walked onto the
swimming pool's nylon cover,
thinking it was solid. The pool is
kept filled yE!ar around.
The Armstrongs are still seeking
the owners of the horse.

very conservative and the very
liberal- in one of their rare
agreements - who- Jil'OVided the
victory for the enemies of foreign
aid.
.
Such desperate thinkers as
conservative Sens. Harry F, Byrd
(D·Va,) 1 James 0. Eastland
(D·Va.) and John L, McClellan
(D·Ark.) joined liberals Frank
Church (D·ldaho ), Mark Q.
Hatfield (R·Ore.) and· Alan
Cranston (D·Callf.) to produce the
winning combination,
That left the centrists- with
notable e~ceptions- clustered on
the losing side.
Among the exceptions were
such bona-fide liberals as Sens.
PhUip A. Hart (D·Mich. ), Adlai
Stevenson (D·Dl.) and Fred R.
Harris (D·Okla,) running for the
Democratic presidential
nomination as a "New Populist,"

WHY NOT

FUN

OKIE'S

PURCHASE?

lOc BEER

Call graduate student

Every Tu~t.

~

Can't find a rental?

Charles L. Weaver
for an answer to any
real estate problem
265·7555

PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Danci,ng Every Nite
Cj:nlral at University

FUN

5) FORSALE

PERSONALS

AOORA_;When you need somebody to Jl!J.
ten, we'll be there. 'l'alking, reasanlng,
and eotrec no extra. An:v twent:v·four
hourtl. Northwest comer Mesa Vista. 277·
ao1a 11/li
EUGENE GALLEGOS Is • young, libt!rlll,
Intelligent and articulate J>emocratle
contcnd~:r !or Dl:ltr!et One U.S. C<ln·
gre:ss ln 1972. He Wa!J a McCarthy delc«ate to Chicago In 1968, and is a leader
111 Democratic Part:v reform. It :vou
would like to meet with Gene at UN.M
November 3, please call 2G6·1043 between
9 a nL-Ii v.m. rn AlbuquerQue and leave
name: ot CIUzerus for Gene Gallegos,
P.O. Box 2498, Santa Fe, N.M. 87601.
Phone 1188-1063. 11/2
ROOMMATE WAN'l'ED- Female grad·
uate student-lihue 2 bedroom house.
24'1-9260. 11/1
MARRIED AND SINGLE S'l'UDENTS.
Hoapltallzatlon Insurance. Pays up to
$460 for matl!mity. For Jnro telephone
242-1217. 10/27

2)

l
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'Extreme'--Senat-e-eoalftion
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evenings 268·0609
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DEYCO WILL TAKE YOUR IDEA, YOUR
INVENTION, YOUR PRODUCT AND
TURN IT INTO A PRODUCT FOR
PEOPLE AND PROFIT FOR YOU
If you have ,an idea that could be converted into a profitable product but lack the marketing and developing
skills to bring it across, we at DEVCO will become your
partner in a business venture that could change your
entire life.
Give us a c:hanc:e
FOR ~flEE INI"OFIMATION CALL OR WFIIlE

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION AND
DISTRISUTING COMPANY OF AMERICA

1st National Bank East
(Central at San Mateo)

Suite 1220
Phone 265-9501

Mr.&Miss

DATING REGISTRAR

MISCELLANEOUS

HARRIS TWEEJ> SPORTS COA'l'S, $30.00
t>aeh. New Artivals trlim England. Aht!,
Navajo rugs, many interesting lnlports.
l!'reed Compan;)>, 41G Central A-te. NW.

call for dppointment
255 8511
1·3 p.m. Mon ... fri.
4

FORSALE

SUEDE SPORTCOAT. Slta 40. Brand
new. Exl'!elll'llt qualitl'• $1G. 242-0446.
11/4
TURTLENECK SWEA ~ns. Large selee·
tlott itt many cololi! attd fabrics. Lobo
Men's Shov. 2121> Cl."'ltral SE. 243-llllM,
10/1!1
:JM llOOKSitELF OAME!S, Completll li·
brn:ry. Gruncs, Garnett~ lind eomplex
JiUt.zlerii. Your tine stop toy shop, In Nob
HIU Shopping Center. Lad & Lnss toys,
3501> Centnll SE, 11/1
G7 TRIUMPU-200 Colledor's item. E:dra
wheel:l, parts. 247•2148,l>emtls. 11/5
191!3 VW tomplc>te'ly overhaultd engine.
$000. Call Saturday only, 296·0111. 11/li
TiES ONLY $2.110. ExcelJI."'lt selt!Ctlon Jn
beautiful rolors, Lobo Men's Shop, 2120
Ceiltral SE, 243·G964, 10/lll

The Federal

FREE DELIVERY

Service Entrance
Examination

on dll orders over $2.00

will be .given on campus
Thursday,· Nov. 4 at 1 :00 p.m.
at University College and Counseling Center
in Room 8

APOLLO PIZZA
Call266-2212
Mon.-Saf., 6:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
931 San Mateo NE

interested Students mtly pick up application iorms at the Pltteemen• Center
federal Representative~ will be 011 Campus, UNM trailer, Nov. 3

10% Discount
on parts to
all UNM Students
with ID
t_J
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